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ABSTRACT

Yola Ayudi Aisyaroh. 1902050100. “SOLIDARITY-BASED CONTENT SHARING
ON SOCIAL MEDIA: A CLOSER LOOK AT THE LANGUAGE STYLE AMONG
MILLENNIAL SOCIAL PLATFORM USERS”.  Skripsi. English Education Program
Faculty of Teacher Training and Education Universitas Muhammadiyah Sumatera
Utara.

This research reveals language phenomena of millennials in social media through analysis
the language style, language function and solidarity expressions.This study utilized
descriptive qualitative to analyze the data. The data which employed in this study is the
respondents who aged about 23 – 43 years old and considered to be called as millennials.
Data was collected by using open-ended questionnaire where the respondents who are
eligible as millennials are collected about 30 data. The result of this research found many
expressions to share the solidarity, various language style and functions of language which
millennials employed to the content. Based on analysis, the researcher found four types from
seven types of language style which are 6 formal style, 14 informal style, 5 slang style, and
5 colloquial style. Then, there are five language function are found after analyzing the data
which are 2 regulatory function, 6 representational function, 14 personal function, 2
heuristic function and 6 imaginative function. The research concluded that in expressing
solidarity there are various types of language style and language function which are utilized
in represent solidarity to the content of Abby Choi’s murdered.

Keywords: Language style, Solidarity Expression, Language Function
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background of Study

Nowadays, modern technology is evolving quickly and changing many

aspects of human life. Technology advancement has led to the creation of a

number of technologies that make life easier. One of technology which many

people use to share anything on is Social Media. With the help of various social

media, which has become one of the most powerful sources for information and

news updates (Esteron,2021) and as a network media also expands into a new

public space. News sharing could be understood as an inherent human activity,

and much like for the production of news, digital technology has sped up

processes related to sharing (Singer et all, 2011). Social media platforms have

become the medium of everyday interaction such as Twitter, Instagram, YouTube,

Facebook, Skype and many others serve different purposes in communication

(Zainal, 2020) .

Social media plays a significant role in almost all of aspects in human life

and it can live as a scope to sharing any moment such as solidarity. Could

solidarity be shared in media? According to (Laitinen, 2014) In contrast to

disorder and conflict, and in contrast to order based on coercion or the promotion

of self-interest, "solidarity" may be used to describe and explain the normal order

and normative social integration in societies or communities. However, it can also

be used to describe more or less revolutionary social movements that criticize the

social order and ongoing injustices. Some people believe that solidarity can rule

over huge societies, violent political movements, small groups, and even

1
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humanity as a whole. (Alphar,2020) said that "Solidarity is not a nebulous

compassion or shallow grief at the miseries of so many people, both close and

far." Which mean that people could share any solidarity without limit. Example:

about murder, war, disaster and so on. And to share it, people use Social media as

the faster technology in informing something.

Whereas, all users of social media can write anything in any moments or

the freedom in write as they want. In consequence, there are so many languages

which people should take care of what they can write in giving their content

sharing. People in the 21st century have arrived at a period when technologies are

rapidly evolving, and this is having a significant impact on the language

(Esteron,2021). Social media is another place where language style is found and

seen. Also, it was evident in social media how users posted and commented on

any problem using their own language abilities and why they were posted and

commented so. Language comes in different variants that are determined by area,

age, career, or social status (Alozie, 2019). In fact, the purpose of language is to

communicate an idea or piece of information from the speaker to the listener and

language is an ordered system of symbols used to convey meaning. Hence,

language is a shift in communication that consists of a unique symbol system

conveyed by a group of individuals in the form of thoughts and information

(Fridani, L 2014).

As a matter of fact, sociolinguistic comes to examines the individual and

social variation of language (Jain,2016). According to Trudgill (1974),

“Sociolinguistics is that part of linguistic which is concerned with language as

social and cultural phenomenon.” Sociolinguistic let people know many different
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language styles, and each of them plays a crucial part in helping people

understand the meaning of social communication in language and the goal of

social interaction (Hazen, 2017). Language style refers to the various ways that

people use language in society. The phenomenon of language varieties is present

in speech communities. Style is one category of linguistic diversity. According to

Moore (2004), speaking styles refer to the ways in which speakers negotiate their

positions and goals within a system of distinction and options as agents in social

(and sociolinguistics space).

Language style, according to Ducrot and Todorov (1993:44), is the

preferred method of utilizing language. It relates to the way multiple expressions

are utilized to convey the same information and is related to distinct varieties of

language that are employed in different situations and needs. A writer's language

style refers to how they communicate with others depending on the circumstance

and context. Social media is another place where different language usage can be

found and seen. The term "social media" refers to a group of online

communication platforms that focus on user-generated content, collaboration, and

community interaction. The millennial generation's Instagram account reaction to

solidarity content is the main focus of this study's attention because they would

give different reactions and language to inform their argument.

However, social media for millenials users stands as a forum which let

them to react or write anything they want or they are given freedom in sharing

their thought belong to the content with many language style and goals in doing it.

Millennials are those who were born between 1980 and 2000 and grew up in the

Internet digital development (Kaifi,2012).The most recent generation to enter the
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workforce are the Millennials, who are individuals born between 1980 and 2000

(In 2023, people between 23 years old until 43 years old). They are called

Millennials because of their closeness to the new millennium and being raised in a

more digital age (Kaifi et al., 2012). This generation was influenced by computers

and a greater acceptance of non-traditional families and values (Andert, 2011) The

term style refers to a language variety that is divided based on speech or written

situation into formal or informal styles. Therefore, this research will investigate

the language style based on people who belong to be called as millennials which

is taking their written reaction in emotional content about murder.

Why the writer chooses the content of Abby Choi’s murder as the source

of this research? Because in the murder cases, we will find many reactions such

as: judging the killer, praying for the victim, complaining to the justice and

expressing their emotions. Therefore, we will find many language styles which

people would like to share in giving their reactions. Because language is used as

communication in social interaction, it gives people use it in many forms and

ways to interact with others, react to the information, or share the information. In

this content, the writer looks many reactions. There are more than 200 comments

which are showing many emotions or social feeling which we called as solidarity.

As a result, the writer takes this content to find and analyze the language style.

Then, how social media and the use of language on it can impact in

moment of sharing in millennial generations? This research will examine how

social solidarity is formed in cyberspace virtually through the social media used

by millennial and how is their language style. The language style in social media

is an important thing to know the style of language communication. The language
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style in social media Instagam is interesting to study because we can find what

types of language style is commonly used by the user especially millenials

because this application has been the most people utilize to share any events

beside Youtube and Facebook. Therefore, the content would rapidly shared in

social media such as Instagram and written in many language styles and functions.

The researcher use social media since it is so popular in this day and age

and they believe it makes it simpler to gather information. Social media has been

used to promote deliberate misinformation as well as rumors, and many

organizations are setting up websites to provide content that is solidarity. In this

case, the researcher interested to investigate the kinds of language style and the

function of language styles used by Instagram users in reacting to one moment

which is about the murder of Abby Choi especially millenials using the theory of

Martin Joss (1976), Krizner and Mandell (2003) and Halliday.

B. Identification of Problem

Based on the content above, any problems are identified as follows:

1. The content of solidarity is rapidly shared by social media through a lots of

language style.

2. The freedom of writing in social media.

3. Millenials expression and language to the content is different.

4. The meaning of language in millennial reaction to solidarity content.

C. Scope and Limitation

The scope of this study is sociolinguistic concerning the language style.

The limitation of this research focuses on finding language style which is used by
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millennial Instagram users in reacting content which is sharing solidarity moment

to the content about the murder of AbbyChoi.

D. Formulation of Problem

To investigate the problems, the following research questions are formulated:

1. How solidarity expression is expressed by millennial in content of Abby Choi?

2. What types of languages style which is used by millennial in their Instagram in

reacting to solidarity sharing content about the murder of Abby Choi?

3. What are the functions of language in language style which millennials

utilize to write in reacting solidarity content about the murder of Abby Choi in

Instagram?

E. Objective of Study

Based on the problems of the research above, this research is intended to

describe:

1. To investigate how the solidarity expressed by millennials in content of Abby

Choi.

2. To investigate the types of languages style which is used by millennial in their

Instagram’s account in reacting solidarity sharing content about the murder of

Abby Choi.

3. To investigate the functions of language in language style which millennial like

to write in reacting solidarity content about the murder of Abby Choi in

Instagram.
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F. The Significance of Study

The significances of this study are expected to be beneficial theoretically

and practically:

1. Theoretically

The findings of this study are expected to gain insight on how millennial

Instagram users use language styles when writing their solidarity expression.

The findings of this study were expected to discover the communication pattern of

millenials on Instagram when writing their solidarity reaction, so that it could be

used by other students, researchers, and anyone else interested in sociolinguistics.

2. Practically

a. This study is expected to improve the researcher's understanding and ability to

conduct academic research, particularly in the sociolinguistic field.

b. This study is expected to encourage students to use language styles in written or

spoken communication.

c. For future researchers, this study is expected to be useful as an additional

reference for conducting additional research on language styles or other

sociolinguistic topics.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Theoretical Framework

1. Sociolinguistic

People are familiar with sociolinguistics as the study of language and

aspects of language, but these fields are closely related to sociology and

linguistics, two other empirical fields that study sociolinguistics. This makes the

study of language in relation to its use in society an interdisciplinary field of

science. Sociolinguists research how language and society interact. Additionally,

it is interested in how language and context interact with one another

(Holmes,2017).

The study of variations in language that are socially significant is known

as sociolinguistics. Wardhaugh (2006) defines sociolinguistics as "the study of the

link between language and its properties and function in language society." From

those views, it can be simply said that language is produced spontaneously when

society begins to communicate. The existence of language cannot be separated

from the society. Spolsky (2010) defines sociolinguistics as the study of the

relationship between language and society, language diversity, and attitudes

toward language. It is defined as a study of the interaction between language and

social characteristics such as class, age, gender, and ethnicity by Hudson

(1996).Yule (2010:254) defines sociolinguistics as a branch of study that focuses

on language in relation to social and cultural phenomena in one society. The field
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of study commonly explores the interplay between language, society, and subjects

pertaining to the social sciences, with a specific focus on psychology,

anthropology, and sociology. Yule's proposition aligns with Trudgill's as well.

According to the author, sociolinguistics exhibits a connection with cultural

phenomena, as it possesses the capacity to shape individuals' speech patterns and

communication styles, owing to its dependence on the existing social environment

(Trudgill, 2000: 32).

2. Social Media Content Sharing

In the past decade, social media has emerged as an important tool for the

dissemination and acquisition of information across many fields. The increasing

prevalence of social media platforms has brought about a range of concerns over

the scope of their utilization and the nature of the information being conveyed

(Bashir,2021). Social media platforms facilitate the dissemination of information,

facilitate communication of individual perspectives, and facilitate the achievement

of collective agreement on matters of action (Castells, 2012; Ekström and Stman,

2013; McGarty et al., 2014).

Then, according to Kim (2010) and Lerman (2007), social media are

Internet-based services that enable users to interact, collaborate, and create, share,

and find content. One of the most appealing aspects of social media is the

facilitation of user-generated content, which has the potential to transform

individuals from passive content consumers to active content creators (Nov et al.,

2010). These individuals engage in the establishment and upkeep of relationships

with others who possess similar needs, interests, or challenges, as they exchange

their viewpoints, knowledge, and other forms of content (Cho, 2010).
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According to (Bashir, 2021), the prominent features of social media that

allow users to publish content directly include free web space, profile creation,

content uploading, messaging, and page creation. The contents include texts,

images, photographs, audio, and videos (Kim et al., 2010). Social media blurs the

traditional line between media and public by giving people places to talk to each

other and take part, this changes the role of the user from receiver to creator (Kim

et al., 2010; Lee , 2012). It also differs from traditional media in that it allows for

real-time two-way communication from many to many with no external control

(Chen et al., 2018). It offers global connectivity that encourages social interaction,

contribution, and participation via posts, comments, reviews, and feedback

(Bashir,2021) which is Social platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Tiktok and

YouTube are changing how people consume and distribute news. Particularly,

social media platforms enable the rapid distribution of news across cultures and

global discussion of it (Lee, 2012), he also add that in particular, the emergence of

social media has transformed the act of accessing and disseminating news into a

social activity in which users can use their social networks and social media

platforms to filter, evaluate, and respond to the news.

Hence, in this global era Instagram as one of popular application which is

used by people all over the world is chosen as media to put and share anything.

Instagram is a social media site that helps with teaching and learning by giving

people effective ways to learn. There are four major reasons to use social media

apps: entertainment, making new friends, getting information, and learning (Smith

& Short, 2022; Yang, 2020). Instagram is widely recognized as a new photo-

sharing social networking platform (Chante et al., 2014; Salomon, 2013).
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Instagram is basically a mobile app that lets people take photos or pictures,

change how they look with different tools, and share them right away with friends

on different social networking sites (Hochman & Schwartz, 2012). Additionally,

from an educational point of view, social media can be seen as a simple tool. It

was made so that people could share different kinds of media content with each

other. To make communication easier, it has features like text messaging,

multimedia messaging, user account creation, and the ability to create groups

(Bernadetha, 2020; Marta & William, 2016). The process of sharing information

is streamlined by a few simple actions, while ensuring that the timeliness of

information dissemination to users is upheld (Kolhar et al., 2021; Lai & Tai,

2021).

Instagram is a crucial platform for activism and serves this purpose.

Although the micro-video platform Instagram has become a well-liked outlet for

social activism and self-expression, particularly among young people, the use of

the platform's affective capabilities to raise awareness of significant issues has not

been sufficiently investigated (Hautea et al., 2020; Yana Wengel et al., 2022).

Based on a recent estimation, it has been determined that around 75 million

individuals engage with Instagram on a daily basis, while approximately 16

billion photographs are published and exchanged among users (Smith, 2014). At

first, it is noteworthy that users play an active role in the generation of news

material on social media platforms by participating in sharing hyperlinks or news

pieces obtained from diverse sources (Szabo & Huberman, 2010). Moreover,

although geographical separation, individuals on social media platforms establish

connections with one another based on shared interests. Consequently, news
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articles have the potential to rapidly disseminate throughout these virtual

communities, leading to global discussions within a matter of minutes (Lee,

2012). That’s how social media can spread the content and share anything on it.

3. Language Style and Solidarity Sharing

Language serves as a primary medium for communication, and the act of

communication typically occurs within a certain social framework. The necessity

for good communication is in the comprehension and acknowledgment of the

interrelationships existing between a language and its users (Amberg, 2009).

Language serves as a means of expressing not just our personal ideas, but also the

societal values and customs prevalent within our family-related, social, and

communal associations.

Style is a component of language variation; the speaker is free to say

whatever they like. Style has emerged as a crucial component of language that

influences communication in both spoken and written contexts. Language style,

according to Chaika (1982), is the manner in which people communicate using

language, whether it be oral or written. Language style refers to the selection of

linguistic structures employed to communicate social or visual intentions.

According to Nyoman (2015), language style refers to the manner in which

individuals articulate their emotions or thoughts, or the written form of language

that employs figurative expressions. The utilization of language style serves as a

medium of communication within society, whereby its manifestation varies based

on the specific situation and the intended recipient. The concept of language style

pertains to the manner in which individuals express themselves orally or in written
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form, encompassing the methods by which individuals communicate information

that reflects a societal importance (Coupland , 2007).

Language style, according to Missikova (2003:16), is a mode of

expression or a particular type of utterance that is created through deliberate and

intentional choice, systematic patterning, and application of linguistic and extra-

linguistic means with respect to the topic, situation, function, author's intention,

and content of the utterance. It indicates that language style is the element and

type of utterance that describes the sentence in terms of how the author employs

words. Topic, situation, and function all influence linguistic style in

communication. In different situations, we will utilize a range of language styles

when communicating.

The research conducted by Thelwall (2009) aimed to investigate the nature

of Internet language by examining its proximity to either spoken or written

language. Previous studies have identified variations in the similarities between

languages used on various Internet platforms (such as web, email, blogging, social

networking sites, and micro blogging) and speech and writing (Barton and Lee,

2013). In recent times, research investigations have been conducted to analyze the

linguistic characteristics of social media communication. These studies have

revealed that certain structural language attributes are commonly observed across

many social media platforms. Consequently, it has been discovered that the

language employed in social media tends to be predominantly emotional,

informal, and characterized by less complexity (Baron, 2003; Thelwall, 2009;

Muresan et al., 2016).
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So, how the language could relate to the solidarity content in social media?

The right to solidarity is a human right by which individuals and peoples are

entitled, on the basis of equality and non-discrimination, to participate

meaningfully in, contribute to and enjoy a socialand international order in which

all human rights and fundamental freedoms can be fully realized. Solidarity is

caring about the well-being of others (Davies & Savulescu, 2019) and knowing

that one might improve one's own well-being by improving the conditions of

others (Stjerno, 2004).

The concept of solidarity is inextricably linked to the existence of a group,

to a sense of belonging to a structured set of relationships among individuals with

shared identities and interests. Furthermore, it appears that solidarity entails at

least some degree of empathy for the interests and needs of others, if not

identification with them. This appears to imply that solidarity can only exist

within small human groups with clearly defined common interests; as the

'fraternity' from which it develops, solidarity cannot be anything other than an

exclusive attitude, i.e., something we feel towards a select group of individuals to

the exclusion of others (Reichlin,2011). According to Xiaopei (2011), solidarity

implies a similarity as well as a degree of closeness and intimacy between people

of equal power in the social order. As a result, solidarity is a relationship that

primarily indicates similarity or even identically of prominent features in two or

more people. According to Mazid (2008), "variation in solidarity may lie in the

degree of intensity, or degree of solidarity, ranging from close intimacy to

distant reserve."
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Durkheim(1984) referring to solidarity plays a major role in the freedom

of conscience and individual rights, moral pluralism, moral education (empathy,

caring and respect), moral justice (fairness) and political community; and the

argument of religion and solidarity can give significant support in the cultural

resources against the global trends that threaten the environment. He also argued

that the core of social solidarity is intricately linked to the collective awareness

and the pursuit of social justice. The objective of encouraging solidarity in

order to assist individuals in suffering can be established at varying degrees.

Derpmann (2009) argues that a fundamental objective is to guarantee the

protection of the human rights of all individuals. It is imperative for individuals

who reside in privileged circumstances to demonstrate their support for

individuals affected by injustices, including but not limited to human rights

violations, poverty, exploitation, or displacement.

3.1. Types of Language Style

Kirszner and Mandell (2003) identified four distinct language styles,

namely formal, informal, slang, and colloquial. These categories align with

Joos' (1967: 11) classifications of frozen, formal, casual, intimate, and

consultative styles. In this instance, the scholar conducts a comparative

analysis of the language style theory proposed by Krizner and Mandell

(2003) and Joos (1967).

3.1.1.Frozen

As stated by Joos (1967: 39), frozen style refers to a textual form

characterized by the absence of authoritative intonation, so restricting the
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reader or hearer from engaging in critical inquiry or questioning of the

author's statements. The oratorical style, also known as frozen style, is

frequently employed in written language as opposed to spoken discourse.

In the realm of written discourse, the frozen style is characterized by its

unalterable nature and is commonly employed in the drafting of

constitutional documents, contractual agreements, religious scriptures, and

sacred texts. The speech employed a formal manner throughout the

ceremonial event.

3.1.2.Formal

Formal style is reserved for really important events that demand

the utmost respect and seriousness. Kirszner and Mandell's research from

2003. The formal style is one that is typically employed in serious speech

and written writing. The sentence is relatively long, abbreviations should

be avoided, and the author maintains a serious and dignified attitude

toward both the subject and the reader. These are the features of the formal

style. The usage of modal was also common in formal writing such as

must, might, could, should, etc. The Example of formal language style:

a. Ill - sick b. Dine – Eat

c. Imbibe - drink d. Volume - Book

e. Repast - Meal f. Purchase – Buy

3.1.3. Informal style

The informal style can be considered as a middle ground between

colloquial and formal styles, encompassing certain characteristics of both.
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According to Kirszner and Mandell (2003), this style is particularly

suitable for a significant portion of college writing. The utilization of a

casual style is contingent upon social collectives and is typically employed

inside informal contexts. In essence, the casual style denotes an informal

linguistic mode employed within specific social circles, while being

eschewed in formal discourse or deliberation. Both males and girls

typically adopt and cultivate a casual style through their manner of

expression.

Example:

· The coffee’s cold.

· Hello Tom, What’s up!

· What’s going?

3.1.4.Slang Style

Slang is considered excessively casual for the majority of written

contexts. Expressions such as "screwed up" or "ripped off," which fall

under the category of slang, are predominantly employed in spoken

language (Kirszner and Mandell, 2003). To clarify, slang language refers

to an informal linguistic style that is employed within specific social

groups, but is not appropriate for use in academic research papers, formal

speeches, or debates. Both males and females commonly utilize and

cultivate slang language through their unique idioms and expressions. It is

important to note that individuals from different regions may not

necessarily be familiar with the specific slang expressions that one uses.

The example of slang language:
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 "My hip grandmother plays the guitar, but my hipster brother just

makes a cake". The word "hip" or "hep" have a meaning someone

very fashionable in the first half of the 20th century and the word

changing further still into "hippie" to describe flower children of the

60s. Today it's changed again to "hipster," meaning a self-aware, artsy

person.

 "I haven't seen Tommy since he started hanging out with Dowry.

Their bromance is epic." Bromance is a combination of "brother" and

"romance" which describes an intense friendship between two straight

men.

3.1.5. Colloquial Style

According to Kirszner and Mandell (2003), colloquial style

primarily pertains to spoken language and, when employed in written

form, conveys a conversational tone. The colloquial style bears

resemblance to slang language, as it is commonly employed by individuals

in casual oral communication and informal written expressions. The

lexicon of informal language incorporates contractions (such as "wanna,"

"don't," and "I've") as well as abbreviated forms of words (e.g., "ad" for

"advertisement," "sub" for "submarine," and "the exam" for

"examination"). Example:

1. I am gonna love you like I am gonna lose you.

2. Some people want it all but I want nothing at all if ain’t you baby.

3. I wanna introduce myself.
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ain’t, gonna and wanna are examples of colloquialism, as they are

not used widely throughout English-speaking populations. “Gonna” means

going to and “ain’t” means have not, “wanna” means want to.

3.1.6. Consultative

The consultative style is frequently employed in semi-formal

communication. The phrases exhibit a tendency towards shortness and

lack of careful arrangement. This approach is commonly  employed in

group discussions, as well as in everyday conversations within corporate

and educational settings. According to Martin Joos (1967:19), the

consultative style refers to the customary approach employed while

interacting with unfamiliar individuals who share our language but possess

distinct sets of personal knowledge.

For example:

- I see

- I think

- Oh

- That’s right

- Yes

3.1.7. Intimate

The intimate style of communication is employed in conversations

between individuals who share a close relationship and possess a deep

familiarity with one another. Joos (1967: 23) posits that intimate style

refers to a kind of communication characterized by the utilization of a
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wholly personal language, confined to familial, romantic, and highly

intimate social circles. For example:

1. Honey, are you busy?

2. Darling, I am here.

3.2. The Functions of Language Style

The function of language, according to Halliday by Chaer and Agustina

(2004), is how people use their native tongue when they speak more than one. It

implies that language serves as a tool for human interaction and communication.

The author of this study applies Halliday's theory of the use of language to

examine how millennials utilize language in different contexts. According to

Halliday, there are seven functions of language listed in Howard Jackson's book

(2011). These are as follows:

3.2.1. Instrumental

This function becomes evident when individuals engage in the act

of giving instructions, whether through direct or indirect means. The

objective of this action is to engage in deceptive or manipulative practices

within the environment in order encourage the occurrence of a specific

event. This language's purpose is not just to get the audience to do what

the speaker wants, but also to get them to do what the speaker wants. As a

result, speakers use this function to convey imperative sentences. It

indicates that this is the "I want" function, where people express their

needs and wants. The terms "governing," "forbidding," "requiring,"

"obliging," and similar terms are included in the instrumental function.
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For instance: Ask me to prepare coffee, Don't open the window,

and Gimme, sweetheart.

3.2.2. Regulatory

It refers to the use of language to control behavior for this specific

function. This language's primary purpose is to coordinate events against

other people and to supervise, regulate, and control them. Use in this

function is intended to be ordered or regulated. The regulatory function,

often known as the "Do as I say" function, is when someone directs others

in their surroundings. This function encompasses a variety of activities,

including pleading, anticipating, authorizing, rejecting, suggesting,

inviting, and organizing, among others. For instance:   wash your hands,

do that, and please set it on the table.

3.2.3. Representational

This language component serves the purpose of presenting

inquiries and conveying factual information that can be directly observed

by individuals. The term "representation" is commonly used to denote

news in educational discussions. This feature can be used to discuss things

or occasions that are part of the immediate area or the culture itself. The

representational function, often known as the "I've got something to tell

you" function, uses language to express ideas or convey information. They

include the representational functions of informing, describing, reporting,

and defining. For instance: Last night, the President gave a speech, and the

library building has just been constructed.
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3.2.4. Personal

This function has to do with using language to convey thoughts,

feelings, and other deeply felt reactions in a person. This function is

therefore speaker-focused. The listener can infer from the speaker's tone

whether she is sad, pleased, or angry. Personal function, often known as

the "Here I come" function, is the use of language by individuals to claim

their uniqueness and to communicate their identity and sentiments. These

are the things that are included in this function, including the ability to

express emotions such as fear, joy, empathy, upset, and others. For

example: It is fun, it tastes good, I’m happy with this game, Jimmy good

boy.

3.2.5. Heuristic

With regard to this purpose, it seeks to learn a variety of subjects

and investigate reality. That means that in order to perform this role,

language must be used to learn as much as possible about the

surroundings. The "Tell me why?" heuristic, in which individuals use

language to probe their surroundings and learn more about the reality they

live in. This is the question-asking function.

For instance; Try to explain how it works? Why the bus stop here?.

3.2.6. Imaginative

In the imaginative function, language is utilized for the enjoyment

of both speakers and listeners or readers. Typically, this function takes the

shape of creative works like poetry, comedy, and other literary genres.
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Similar to this role, language is used to convey feelings, fantasies, and

thoughts, whether or not they are true. The creative or "Let's pretend"

function is when someone utilizes language to make up their own make-

believe world or just to have fun.

For example: I‟m a bitch of his wasted flock.

3.2.7. Interactional

This function relates to language expressions that typically follow

a planned pattern, such as greetings, farewells, and inquiries about the

current conditions. As a result, this function is focused on making contact

with people who are communicating to build a relationship, express amity,

or demonstrate social solidarity. Additionally, the expression in question

does not have significance in the sense of imparting knowledge but rather

of constructing in this interactional function with paralinguistic

components. the "Me and you" or interactional function, in which one uses

language to make introductions and enter into social connections.

For example: How do you, how are you, Love mummy, and Nice day.

B. Conceptual Framework
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INVESTIGATING THE
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

SOCIOLINGUISTIC

LANGUAGE STYLE USING THEORY OF

KRIZNER AND MANDELL (2003) AND

JOOS (1967).

CONTENT SHARING  ON INSTAGRAM
ABOUT THE MURDER OF ABBY CHOI

INVESTIGATING MILLENIAL REACTION TO
THE CONTENT
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C. Related Research

Numerous researchers have undertaken investigations pertaining to the

analysis of language style. One study conducted by Tabea Meier (2020)

investigates the contrasting utilization of language styles between females and

males. The research, titled "Stereotyping in the digital age: Male language is

'ingenious', female language is 'beautiful' – and popular," explores this

phenomenon. The researcher's primary aim is to examine the interplay between

gender- and age-related language styles, going beyond the influence of

chronological age, and to determine whether this interaction reflects prevailing

gender and age preconceptions. This study examines the TED website in order to

assess the linguistic differences between females and males, as well as younger

and more senior individuals. To accomplish this, the researchers employ language

metrics that incorporate gender- and age-morphed language. The results of this

study offer valuable insights into the potential impact of verbal behavior on the

formation of stereotyped assessments. Furthermore, these findings provide

insights into the possibility of differential rewards for female language in

emerging digital social environments, hence highlighting its untapped potential as

a very influential instrument for social impact.

"Moments of sharing, language style, and resources for solidarity on social

media: A comparative analysis" is the second study. Written in 2020 by Carmen

Perez Sabeter. This case study uses Androutsopoulos' theory to look at how a

group of transnational colleagues interact with each other when they talk on social

media during important off-line moments for the group. It doesn't try to focus on

"universal" standards of behavior, but rather on behaviors that are appropriate for
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the situation. The study looks at how language styles and ways of communicating

are linked. The results show that code-switching is mostly used to send good

thoughts and show unity when things are going badly for the group. The examples

show how team members in Germany, Poland, and Finland use the native

language of team members in Manchester or Spain to show more alignment and

solidarity with these players. This shows how close the partners are after years of

working together.

"Language, Style, and Lifestyle: The Case of a Global Magazine" by

David Machin was published in 2005. The focus of this study is on how a

sociological and linguistic discourse-analytic idea of style should be co-

articulated. In sociology, the idea of "lifestyle" has brought a renewed interest in

style. Both new sociological methods to style and critical discourse analysis are

interested in how style shows who someone is and what they value. The study

starts by figuring out what style is and then shows how Cosmopolitan's way of

using language can be seen as a "lifestyle." It does this by looking for "possible

parallels between the use of language and the use of symbolic markers in lifestyle

practices."

This research exhibits both commonalities and distinctions when

compared to prior studies that are relevant to the subject matter. The previous

study and this research are in line to observe the language style in social media but

this research would observe the types and functions of that language style which is

belonging to the content of solidarity. In order to develop this research, the writer

uses some theories to be a single set of observation.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHOD

A. Research Design

The researcher employs a descriptive qualitative design to analyze the

subject matter. This particular approach is considered very suited for the analysis

of this research and is also deemed appropriate due to its ability to provide a

comprehensive description of language style. The present study was formulated

employing the phenomenological technique, which encompasses distinct

methodological characteristics and specialized approaches for the analysis of a

given social phenomenon (Bungin, 2011). This study aims to examine the

language style and its function in the written responses to the phenomenon

surrounding the murder of Abby Choi on the Instagram social network within the

millennial generation. Hancock et al. (1998:7) define qualitative research as a

methodological approach focused on the development of explanations for social

phenomena. This research explains the social phenomena which is how millennial

users of social media could share their solidarity reaction based on some moment.

According to Hsieh Shannon (2005), qualitative content analysis has the potential

to effectively analyze various forms of communication resources, including social

media. The method is appropriately utilized as the data are studied descriptively

without any quantitative enumeration. Employing a qualitative descriptive

methodology, this study focuses on investigating the Instagram application. In

order to ensure the acquisition of precise data in this study, the authors employed
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various data collection methodologies, specifically including observing, selecting,

and digital documenting.

B. Source of Data

The data in this research is using a target with millennial social media

users’ reaction in writing their solidarity to content sharing about the murder of

Abby Choi in Instagram via link https://www.instagram.com/reel/CpKtD-

8P7qv/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA . The researcher only takes one content that

have more than 200 comments which will be selected to 30. The focus of this

study is on millennial users, as indicated by the collected data, which reveals that

a significant portion of millennials allocate a majority of their time on social

networking sites. This trend is observed both on regular days (28%) and weekends

(46%). Furthermore, it is noteworthy that millennials tend to engage in this

activity mostly within the confines of their own bedrooms (46%) or in external

locations such as internet cafes (54%) (Hermosa, 2018). Social media encompass

a broad range of platforms and tools that emphasize collective participation and

cooperation in content generation and dissemination (Westerman,2013). During

the 2010 Haitian earthquake, for instance, social media played a crucial role in the

dissemination of information (Bunz, 2010). This tragedy prompted individuals to

express their content of solidarity. In addition to library and internet research, the

researcher chooses books, journals, and other written sources on language style to

support the study.
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C. Technique of Collecting Data

The instrument which is used in this research is taking document study

which is related on social media to see how the millennial users’ reaction to

solidarity content.

The criteria in this research as a sample, that is using of language style of

millennial in writing their reaction to the content about the murder of Abby Choi.

The research was conducted in two stages: first, site material is analyzed and

selected, then a phenomenological stage is conducted to understand how funders'

social solidarity was generated in social media (Sidiq,2021) and the last to analyze

how their language style and its function in reacting it.

According to Suhartono (2008: 69-70), data collecting techniques are

procedures that are used to get or collect data as thoroughly as possible, and then

the data are processed and analyzed in line with the framework of research

methods. The data was collected by implementing the procedures the following:

1. Observation, here the writer does two preparations to get the data:

a. The writer makes the questionnaire which will be filled by many people then

the researcher would select the people that are belonging to millennial that have

share their reaction on the content of Abby Choi murdered in Instagram.
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2. Documentation, the researcher screenshots or captures some pictures of

millennial reaction that have send their reaction in Instagram about Abby Choi,

then storing the data need to for this research.

3. The researcher observes and categorizes multiple types of language styles, as

well as elucidates the functions of these language styles based on the millenials’

reaction on Instagram about the murder of Abby Choi.

D. Technique of Analyzing Data

In the process of data analysis for this study, the researcher employed

multiple methodologies in order to obtain sufficient data for conducting a precise

analysis. The initial stage involves the researcher compiling a dataset of linguistic

styles employed in the sharing of solidarity content by millennial users. Moreover,

the researcher will capture their content. Then, the researcher was classified them

based on language style by some theory.

The writer uses a descriptive analysis technique to analyze this research. In

order to characterize, clarify, and draw conclusions about the phenomena of the

study object from the sample data that has been gathered, descriptive analysis is

utilized. The theory proposed by Miles, Huberman, and Saldana (2014) posits that

the evaluation of data involves three distinct processes: data reduction, data

display, and conclusion drawing or verification. The three phases of data analysis

are as follows:

1. Data Reduction

Data reduction is a process that entails assessing and selecting the subject

matter, focusing on significant aspects, and identifying the underlying theme and

pattern of a given situation. The writer does some actions below:
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1. Selecting people’s answer in questionnaire that the writer has prepared, 2.

Deleting the data which are not eligible.

2. Data Display

The process of data display encompasses more than just reducing data; it

involves organizing and condensing information in a systematic manner, enabling

decision-making. A display might encompass an extensive literary composition or

a visual representation such as a diagram, chart, or matrix, which presents an

innovative method to organizing and conceptualizing data that is integrated within

text. The writer does the actions below:

1. Categorizing the usage of type and function of language style, the writer will

concentrate on the reaction or written statement by millennial which they send in

content of Abby Choi murdered in Instagram.

2. Organizing the data to the table which could be divided into age, types, and

functions.

3. Conclusion Drawing

Finally, the writer draws a conclusion. The conclusion is the end result of

the investigation that answers the research question based on data analysis. The

author concluded the result of the analysis and the solution to the problem

formulation in the form of descriptive data. To answer the research question, the

writer will do:

1.Searching and reading the reaction in the comment column.

2.Analyzing the solidarity reactions and taking picture of that reaction.
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3.Selecting the people’s answers in the questionnaire that has been prepared.

4.After getting all data which could be the writer’s source to do the research,

the writer would analyze the types and function based on the research

questions.
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CHAPTER IV

DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS

A. Data

This chapter provides a comprehensive three types presentation of the data,

focusing on solidarity expression, language style, and language function to answer the

problem of research. The data are taken from 35 respondents who fill the questionnaire.

The whole data of research are involved about their expression to the murder’s news on

Instagram about Abby Choi. The brief data as follow:

The table below shows the account Instagram and their solidarity expression to

the content of Abby Choi. The data are collected from the questionnaire which is filled by

35 respondents.

Table 4.1. Data Of Solidarity Expression

NO ACCOUNT INSTAGRAM AND SOLIDARITY EXPRESSION

1 Marieframadhan_ = ( What’s wrong with people now, this news isheartbreaking)

2 Ratunurulaulia19 = (Mindset anddemands of need or greed sometimes make people
act without thinking)

3 Qiurauna = ( Hope the punishment isfair with what was done,RIP)

4 Ameel.hr = (Times are no longerpredictable, anything can happen , especially when
it comes to money
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5 Sucihabibillahindra_ = ( No wonder she divorced and left that family! If only it
had been enough to save her life. Bless her children.)

6 Ridhozuhriansyah = (People should more to learn what is the meaning of
humanity)

7 Liskarahmawatii = (Poor lady, I can only imagine all the suffering she went
through)

8 Meinissaasd = (This is so awful, restin peace. Hope justice will be served)

9 Rhnalhfiz_ =(Hope the justice helpthe victim is being well there)

10 Dazilara = (this news is heartbreaking, can’t imagine about the daughter feeling
about losing her mother, hope the justice will win)

11 Emazakia = (what a scary
news……Rest in peace choi)

12 Talha_thoriq =( how creepy that theex husband make human as food)

13 Sulthnhagassi_ = (please up this case)

14 Fthzh239 = (it’s really terrible, theyare really blinded by wealth. Rest in peace for
Choi)

15 Mirasyaaf = ( Is humanity still available ? it’s so sick. Rip)

16 Hanafimlnaa_ =( the murders should be hang immediately justice for the
misfortunate victim)

17 Meihmnr = (When we talk abouthuman , we must forget that devil also come as a
part of her ex husband)

18 Aluuusbrnr = (This news is makingwoman need to pay more attention with their
marriage)

19 Ulfaaah.n = (This is so crazy why people are terrible now and hope Abbyis able to
rest in peace)

20 Jihans_0816 =(Astaghfirullah…when I see this news I got goosebumps, I
can’t stop thinking, it’s very terrifying what a person is mentally &
physically)

21 Resa_ayurin05 = (This is so terrible)

22 Yudilarangmasuk = (it’s just so sad!)

23 Dndya_ = (This is so insane , humanity is gonna be dead in this world)

24 Ahjayadiy = ( No more kindness inhuman)

25 Ayaaaaa.07 = (so sad, hope she is ableto rest in peace)

26 Bishopz31 = (Money is the root of all evil case closed. May she rest in peace)

27 Pohonpo = (What about the daughter)
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28
Ridomnrg_ = ( Maybe all of the kindness that her ex husband did for Abby before
were all crap)

29 Aqisasseweth = (What a disturbing news, so sorry for her. Rest in peace
Abby)

30 Adezahratifani = (Her ex husbandmight think that soup had been the lala land for
Abby to rest)

31
Rikhi_hasibuan = ( I feel blue with this murder, the ex husband is just only a
chicken)

32
Whirlwindszen = ( oh God speechless,, may her soul rest in peace)

33
Dewiyantiputrinst = (He might chill out after doing that murder while he didn’t
know it could be balls-up)

34 Annisapratiwi572 = (The murder just wanna have some fun without knowing he
is gonna be put in the jail and hell)

35
Grassijeuni = (This was the most terrifying murder case I’ve ever heard. May her
soul rest in peace)

From 35 data above, the researcher found all expressions are containing solidarity

which the respondents showed to respond the content sharing about the murdered of Abby

Choi on Instagram.
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The following data are identified as language style that is expressed on Instagram to the

content sharing of Abby Choi’s murdered. The data are classified into the types of language

style. The data are as followed:

Table 4.2. Language Style

NO ACCOUNT INSTAGRAM AND
REACTION

AGE TYPES OF
LANGUAGE
STYLE

MILLENIAL
OR NOT

1 Marieframadhan_ = ( What’s wrong
with
people now, this news is heartbreaking)

21 Informal NO

2 Ratunurulaulia19 = (Mindset and
demands of need or greed sometimes
make people act without thinking)

24
Formal YES

3 Qiurauna = ( Hope the punishment is
fair with what was done,RIP)

19 Informal NO

4 Ameel.hr = (Times are no longer
predictable, anything can happen ,
especially when it comes to money

23
Informal YES

5 Sucihabibillahindra_ = ( No wonder
she divorced and left that family! If
only it had been enough to save her
life. Bless her children.)

22
Informal NO

6 Ridhozuhriansyah = (People should
more to learn what is the meaning of
humanity)

27
Formal YES

7 Liskarahmawatii = (Poor lady, I can
only imagine all the suffering she went
through)

26 Informal
YES

8 Meinissaasd = (This is so awful, rest in
peace. Hope justice will be served)

25 Informal YES

9 Rhnalhfiz_ =(Hope the justice help the
victim is being well there)

20 Informal NO

10 Dazilara = (this news is heartbreaking,
can’t imagine about the daughter
feeling about losing her mother, hope
the justice will win)

26 Colloquial YES

11 Emazakia = (what a scary
news……Rest in peace choi)

30 Informal. YES

12 Talha_thoriq =( how creepy that the ex
husband make human as food)

36 Slang YES
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13 Sulthnhagassi_ = (please up this case) 24 Formal YES
14 Fthzh239 = (it’s really terrible, they are

really blinded by wealth. Rest in peace
for Choi)

25 Informal YES

15 Mirasyaaf = ( Is humanity still
available ? it’s so sick. Rip)

25 Informal YES

16 Hanafimlnaa_ =( the murders should
be hang immediately justice for the
misfortunate victim)

27
Formal

YES

17 Meihmnr = (When we talk about
human , we must forget that devil also
come as a part of her ex husband)

26 Informal YES

18 Aluuusbrnr = (This news is making
woman need to pay more attention with
their marriage)

25 Informal YES

19 Ulfaaah.n = (This is so crazy why
people are terrible now and hope Abby
is able to rest in peace)

24 Informal YES

20 Jihans_0816 =(Astaghfirullah…when I
see this news I got goosebumps, I can’t
stop thinking, it’s very terrifying what
a person is mentally & physically)

24
colloquial

YES

21 Resa_ayurin05 = (This is so terrible) 28 Informal YES
22 Dndya_ = (This is so insane , humanity

is gonna be dead in this world) 24
Colloquial YES

23 Ahjayadiy = ( No more kindness in
human)

24 Informal YES

24 Ayaaaaa.07 = (so sad, hope she is able
to rest in peace)

25 Informal YES

25 Bishopz31 = (Money is the root of all
evil case closed. May she rest in peace)

35 Formal YES

26 Pohonpo = (What about the daughter) 29 Informal YES

27 Ridomnrg_ = ( Maybe all of the
kindness that her ex husband did for
Abby before were all crap)

25 Slang YES

28
Aqisasseweth = (What a disturbing
news, so sorry for her. Rest in peace
Abby)

26 Informal YES

29 Adezahratifani = (Her ex husband
might think that soup had been the la la
land for Abby to rest)

25 Slang YES

30 Rikhi_hasibuan = ( I feel blue with this
murder, the ex husband is just only a
chicken)

24 Slang YES
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31 Whirlwindszen = ( oh God speechless,,
may her soul rest in peace)

26 Formal YES

32 Dewiyantiputrinst = (He might chill out
after doing that murder while he didn’t
know it could be balls-up)

25 Slang YES

33 Annisapratiwi572 = (The murder just
wanna have some fun without knowing
he is gonna be put in the jail and hell)

25 Colloquial YES

34 Grassijeuni = (This was the most
terrifying murder case I’ve ever heard.
May her soul rest in peace)

26 Colloquial YES

35 Yudilarangmasuk = (it’s just so sad!) 20 Informal NO

The data o f table 4.4. which are collecting from 35 respondents, but there are 30

respondents which areeligible as the Millennials. From 35 accounts who respond to the content

of Abby Choi, the researcher found many types of language style namely formal, informal,

colloquial, and slang.

Table 4.3. Total Data Of Language Style

The data below represent the total data of language style types by 30 respondents who are

stated as millennials. The informal style is used by 14 respondents in expressing their language to

respond the content of Abby Choi’s murdered on Instagram.

NO TYPES OF LANGUAGE STYLE TOTAL NUMBER

1. FROZEN
0

2. FORMAL
6

3. INFORMAL 14

4. SLANG 5

5. COLLOQUIAL 5

6. CONSULTATIVE 0

7. INTIMATE 0

TOTAL 30
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The following data in Table 4.4.are identified as language style function that is

expressed on Instagram to the content sharing of Abby Choi’s murdered. The data are as

followed:

Table 4.4. Function Of Language Style

NO ACCOUNT INSTAGRAM AND

REACTION

FUNCTION OF LANGUAGE STYLE

1 Marieframadhan_ = ( What’s wrong
with people now, this news is
heartbreaking)

Personal

2
Ratunurulaulia19= Mindset and
demands of need  or greed  sometimes
make people act without thinking)

Representational

3 Qiurauna = ( Hope the punishment is
fair with what was done,RIP)

Personal

4 Ameel.hr = (Times are no longer
predictable, anything can happen ,
especially when it comes to money

Representational

5 Sucihabibillahindra_ = ( No wonder
she divorced and left that family! If
only it had been enough to save her
life. Bless her children.)

Personal

6 Ridhozuhriansyah = (People should
more to learn what is the meaning of
humanity)

Regulatory

7 Liskarahmawatii = (Poor lady, I can
only imagine all the suffering she went
through)

Personal

8 Meinissaasd = (This is so awful, rest
in peace. Hope justice will be served)

Personal

9 Rhnalhfiz_ =(Hope the justice help
the victim is being well there)

Personal

10 Dazilara = (this news is heartbreaking,
can’t imagine about the daughter
feeling about losing her mother, hope
the justice will win)

Personal

11 Emazakia = (what a scary
news……Rest in peace choi)

Personal

12 Talha_thoriq =( how creepy that the
ex husband make human as food)

Imaginative

13 Sulthnhagassi_ = (please up this case) Regulatory
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14 Fthzh239 = (it’s really  terrible, they
are really blinded by wealth. Rest in
peace for Choi)

Personal

15 Mirasyaaf = ( Is humanity still
available ? it’s so sick. Rip) Heuristic

16 Hanafimlnaa_ =( the murders should
be hang immediately justice for the
misfortunate victim)

Representational

17 Meihmnr = (When we talk about
human , we must forget that devil also
come as a part of her ex husband)

Imaginative

18 Aluuusbrnr = (This news is making
woman need to pay more attention
with their marriage)

Personal

19 Ulfaaah.n = (This is so crazy why
people are terrible now and hope Abby
is able to Rest in Peace)

Personal

20 Jihans_0816 =(Astaghfirullah…when
I see this news I got goosebumps, I
can’t stop thinking, it’s very terrifying
what a person is mentally &
physically)

Personal

21 Resa_ayurin05 = (This is so terrible) Personal
22 Yudilarangmasuk = (it’s just so sad!) Personal

23
Dndya_ = (This is so insane ,
humanity is gonna be dead in this
world)

Representational

24
Ahjayadiy = ( No more kindness in
human)

Representational

25 Ayaaaaa.07 = (so sad, hope she is able
to rest in peace)

Personal

26 Bishopz31 = (Money is the root of all
evil case closed. May she rest in
peace)

Representational

27 Pohonpo = (What about the daughter) Heuristic

28
Ridomnrg_ = ( Maybe all of the
kindness that her ex husband did for
Abby before were all crap)

Imaginative

29 Aqisasseweth = (What a disturbing
news, so sorry for her. Rest in peace
Abby)

Personal

30 Adezahratifani = (Her ex husband
might think that soup had been the la
la land for Abby to rest)

Imaginative
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31
Rikhi_hasibuan = ( I feel blue with
this murder, the ex husband is just
only a chicken)

Personal

32
Whirlwindszen = ( oh God
speechless,, may her soul rest in
peace)

Personal

33
Dewiyantiputrinst = (He might chill
out after doing that murder while he
didn’t know it could be balls-up)

Imaginative

34
Annisapratiwi572 = (The murder just
wanna have some fun without
knowing he is gonna be put in the jail
and hell)

Imaginative

35
Grassijeuni = (This was the most
terrifying murder case I’ve ever heard.
May her soul rest in peace)

Personal

The data of table 4.4.which are collected from 35 respondents, there are various functions of

language style. The researcher found 5 functions of language which are regulatory, representational,

personal, heuristic, and imaginative function of language to the content sharing of Abby Choi’s

murdered.

TABLE 4.5. TOTAL DATA FUNCTION OF LANGUAGE STYLE

From 30 respondents who are eligible to be stated as Millennials, the research found

the total data of language style functions are as followed of table 4.5.:

NO FUNCTIONS OF
LANGUAGE FROM THE
LANGUAGE STYLE BY

MILLENIALS

TOTAL NUMBER

1. INSTRUMENTAL 0

2. REGULATORY 2

3. REPRESENTATIONAL 6

4. PERSONAL 14

5. HEURISTIC 2
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6. IMAGINATIVE 6

7. INTERACTIONAL 0

Total 30

B. DATA ANALYSIS

4.1. Identification of Solidarity Expressions

Durkheim(1984) referring to solidarity plays a major role in the freedom of

conscience and individual rights, moral pluralism, moral education (empathy, caring and

respect), moral justice (fairness) and political community; and the argument of religion and

solidarity can give significant support in the cultural resources against the global trends that

threaten the environment. He also argued that the core of social solidarity is intricately

linked to the collective awareness and the pursuit of social justice.

Data 1: Marieframadhan_=( What’s wrong with people now, this news is

heartbreaking)

This expression was strongly identified as solidarity because the it shares the

empathy about the news where a husband is fine in killing the ex wife because of her

property, the reactor tried to explain how the word “heartbreaking” is implemented the

feeling in hearing that news andshowed moral justice in knowing about the people action

in that case.

Data 2: Ratunurulaulia19 = (Mindset and demands of need or greed sometimes

make people act without thinking)
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The solidarity has been proved in this datadue to the fact in which the data above

shared values and opinion becauseof the murderer mindset and demands are belonging

to cheap characteristic then the murdered could kill people without thinking ahead. This

millennial is showing solidarity by giving moral education with the word “Mindset and

demands of need or greed sometimes make people act without thinking” that the

murdered did not have on the context of the news.

Data 3: Qiurauna = ( Hope the punishment isfair with what was done,RIP)

Data 4: Ameel.hr = (Times are no longer predictable, anything can happen ,

especially when it comes to money)

Data 5: Sucihabibillahindra_ = ( No wonder she divorced and left that family! If

only it had been enough to save her life. Bless her children.)

From the expression, the researcher could analyze solidarity clearly due to the fact

the data shared the moral justice and demand that the murderer punishment is fair with the

victim’s death. It claimed the individual right with express “the punishment isfair with

what was done”. Then, the data shared the empathy to the victim with the word “RIP”

which meant it prayed for the victim’s death.

Solidarity from this expression could be analyzed because the data showed its

moral education from the money which the murderer had been done the murder

because of money. The data judged the murderer who did not have any conscience because

he had committed murder for money especially to his wife with expressing it in “anything

can happen , especially when it comes to money”. Belonging to the context of the news,

the researcher knew if the murderer killed because he wanted the money of his victim .
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Solidarity expression which the data showed above could be analyzed because it

shared the empathy for the victim with the word “No wonder she divorced and left that

family! If only it had been enough to save her life” who can’t save her life and

tragically her life ended by her ex husband. And the data showed empathy to the

children because she can save her life from the murder so the reactor felt that is good for

her daughter by expressing “Bless her children”.

Data 6: Ridhozuhriansyah = (People should more to learn what is the meaning of

humanity)

The data showed the solidarity by sharing opinion in moral education in which we

are as a human or people need to learn what humanity is, so the murder or any actions

which are immoral could be reduced. The example of this gruesome murdered had

showed that people never learn what is human right or individual right in this world. it

showed moral education in caring about what people could be if they learn about

“humanity”. Therefore, the murdered could not be happened.

Data 7: Liskarahmawatii = (Poor lady, I can only imagine all the suffering she went

through)

This data showed empathy as a form ofsolidarity expression, it felt that the lady was

unlucky about her life and the data was feeling all misfortune that the lady was felt too

by expressing “Poor lady” because the lady on the news is dead because of her ex

husband.
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Data 8: Meinissaasd = (This is so awful, restin peace. Hope justice will be served)

Beside of sharing empathy in the victim’s death tragically with the word “rest in

peace”, the data also showed the social justice and support to the victim. The word

“Hope justice will be served” represented how the data above need the social justice to

be served. The murder who is her ex husband had the courage to kill his own wife. It

made this news is awful to be heard. We could take a look that human had lose their

moral or sympathy to others until the murderer made the death being so terrible.

Therefore, the reaction is belonging to solidarity.

Data 9: Rhnalhfiz_ =(Hope the justice helpthe victim is being well there)

This expression is showing solidarity by sharing the social justice to make the

victim is being peace in her death with expressing the word “being well there”. The

reactor is caring about the victim. The data worried about how the justice would be

ended “Hope the justice helpthe victim is being well there” because it wanted the end of

justice is equal based on what the murdered had done.

Data 10: Dazilara = (this news is heartbreaking, can’t imagine about the daughter

feeling about losing her mother, hope the justice will win)

Not just showing the empathy the data also required the social justice for the

victim. The word “hope the justice will win” served how the data required the justice for

the victim. The empathy “can’t imagine about the daughter feeling about losing her

mother” is showed by the reaction in feeling how the daughter could live without mother

and the reactor feel his/her heartbreaking in hearing the news. Therefore, this reaction

could be said as solidarity.
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Data 11: Emazakia= (what a scary news……Rest in peace choi)

The solidarity expression is analyzed from the data with looking at the empathy “Rest

in peace choi” to pray and hope of the victim’s death. The reactor felt the news was

“scary” to beheard because how can husband killed her ex wife tragically and make it as

a form of soup.

Data 12: Talha_thoriq =( how creepy that theex husband make human as food)

This expression was strongly identified as solidarity due to the fact common value

such as morality where the data thought how could be human cooked human too. It showed

moral education because the data analyze the murder was “ creepy” and thought that

there was no freedom to live and death in peace for his ex wife while al of people have

individual right.

Data 13: Sulthnhagassi_ = (please up this case)

The expression is showing logical decisions of the data where it wanted the case of

this murderer need to show to everyone in the world. The data showed direct action in

desiring the case is up so people could be aware. And showing the support about the

case, which made the millenial asked this case to be up.

Data 14: Fthzh239 = (it’s really terrible, they are really blinded by wealth. Rest in

peace for Choi)

The empathy which is showed by the data for the victim is seen in this reaction in

which it send to victim’s death. Then, the data also shared common values where it judged

the murderer who was “blinded by the wealth” to kill someone. This isimmoral as human

where in this worldindividual right is guaranteed, then classified it was “terrible”. This is

a solidarity expression.
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Data 15: Mirasyaaf =(Is humanity still available ? it’s so sick. Rip)

The expression showed solidarity by judging immoral murderer and said “it’s so sick”

forhuman. The data asked about the humanity “Is humanity still available?”, it didn’t see

any moral from the murdered. The data also showed empathy with saying “Rip” for the

victim’s death.

Data 16: Hanafimlnaa_ =( the murders should be hang immediately justice for the

misfortunate victim)

This expression showed social justice from the data above to the murderer. The data

commanded the justice because of the misfortunate victim. This millennial wanted the

justice is enforced as the form of respectful to the tragic murdered by expressing “the

murders should be hang immediately justice for the misfortunate victim”. This data is

belonging to solidarity.

Data 17: Meihmnr = (When we talk about human , we must forget that devil also

come as a part of her ex husband)

By judging the immoral of the murderer “devil also come as a part of her ex

husband”, it showed that the reaction is solidarity. The data was judging the killer as devil.

In judging the perpetrators who did not have consciousness as humans and do not prioritize

the victim's freedom to live where all human have individual right which make the

reactor called him as devil then.

Data 18: Aluuusbrnr = (This news is makingwoman need to pay more attention with

their marriage)

The data showed solidarity in form of moral education, it analyzed the case or

news where woman as victim of the marriageand showed collective awareness to woman

“This news is makingwoman need to pay more attention with their marriage”.
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Based on the news, the woman or the ex wife was being the victim of the man (the ex

husband). It makes sense if another woman could be killed by the man. This data did not

want if a woman becomes a murder victim from a man who lacks humility. The data

warned woman about their marriage.

Data 19: Ulfaaah.n = (This is so crazy why people are terrible now and hope Abbyis

able to rest in peace)

By showing empathy to the victim’s death and judging the ex husband as “crazy”

because broke the individual right of his ex wife the reaction is called as solidarity. As a

human, we have individual right to live. But in this case, one human who have close

relationship to the victim lost the moral education to see his victim live.

Data 20: Jihans_0816 =(Astaghfirullah…when I see this news I got goosebumps,

I can’t stop thinking, it’s very terrifying what a person is mentally& physically).

This expression showed how the data delivered its solidarity by judging

the mental and physic of the immoral murderer which is terrifying “it’s very

terrifying what a person is mentally& physically”. The less of moral education from the

murderer made this millennial is judging the murderer’s action.

Data 21: Resa_ayurin05 = (This is so terrible)

The solidarity can be analyzed from the expression where this data responded in

simple wayto the case, where it showed moral education to convey the reaction to care

about the murdered and concluded it as “terrible”. Because the case is terrible it could

collect the awareness of the readers or listeners.

Data 22: Yudilarangmasuk = (it’s just so sad!)
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By showing empathy or moral education in understanding about something in

concluding that the case is “sad”. The expression of the data was sad of the news. This

data is showing the empathy because the news realized that the tragic death of the victim

who killed by person that was having intimately as couple is hurting.

Data 23: Dndya_ = (This is so insane , humanity is gonna be dead in this world)

This data was showing moral justice to the victim because the “insane” ex

husband who is immoral and it is sharing moral education about “humanity which might

be dead” afterseeing the news. This data thought this news had showed the loss of moral

justice to the extent that the victim was killed insanely such as cooked the victim into the

soup and kept her another part of body into the fridge. It could be said as solidarity form.

Data 24: Ahjayadiy = ( No more kindness inhuman)

This data showed the solidarity by showing the loss of moral justice in human

while sharing opinion about how the human who is the murderer didn’t have any

“kindness” that made him kill other in terrible way. The way of the murderer killed his

ex wife in many parts, made her as soup, put her others put on the fridge had showed there

is no conscience freedom that the victim could get from her ex husband.

Data 25: Ayaaaaa.07 = (so sad, hope she is ableto rest in peace)

The empathy expression from the data which was “sad” with the victim’s dead

who losing herright to live like other human. The solidarity of the data is about giving

empathy on victim’s misfortunate in facing and accepting how her life could be ended by

someone who had intimately relationship with her.

Data 26: Bishopz31 = (Money is the root of all evil case closed. May she rest in

peace)
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Besides showing empathy “May she rest in peace” to the victim injustice to live,

the data also showed moral education where “money” was being the top one reason for

human in evil case. It was really hurt when money is made as the big reason to kill

someone tragically.

Data 27: Pohonpo = (What about the daughter)

This simple expression showed the moral education in caring others and empathy

simultaneously about the victim’s daughter. The data was being care about the daughter

situation “What about the daughter” and showed empathy for the daughter to lose her

mother. It could be said as solidarity form.

Data 28: Ridomnrg_ = ( Maybe all of the kindness that her ex husband did for Abby

before were all crap)

In sharing solidarity the data is showing empathy to the victim who might get fake

kindness from husband before “Maybe all of the kindness that her ex husband did for

Abby before were all crap”. The data was also judging the loss of moral to the murderer

manner in the present until he could brutally in killing the people who close to him. As a

human, we have individual right which are required to live a free and equitable life and

cannot be interfered with or denied by the government or other individuals. But the

murderer broke her individual right with ending her life.

Data 29: Aqisasseweth = (What a disturbing news, so sorry for her. Rest in

peace Abby).

Empathy from the data is filled up the reaction to show solidarity. The

reactor felt “sorry” for the death and sent the “peace” to her death. Showing moral

education with caring about the terribly death of the victim, then collecting awareness

because this millennial has been disturbed by the news.
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Data 30: Adezahratifani = (Her ex husband might think that soup had been the la

la land for Abby to rest)

Besides showing empathy to the victim who was made to be soup by her husband

to rest, the data also judge the immoral or moral justice to the murderer’s thought of

making the victim as soup “Her ex husband might think that soup had been the lala

land for Abby to rest”. This millennial assume the loss of conscience from the murderer

made him being so mean to end the life of his closest people. It could be stated as

solidarity form.

Data 31: Rikhi_hasibuan = ( I feel blue with this murder, the ex husband is just

only a chicken)

The solidarity could be found in this expression because the data showed empathy

to the murder “I feel blue with this murder” and judging or giving opinion about the

husband who was only a loser with describing the word “chicken”. The showing of moral

justice in caring about the murder where this millennial felt sad about what was happened

to the marriage before until the ex husband lost his mind and killed her tragically.

Data 32: Whirlwindszen = ( oh God speechless,, may her soul rest in peace)

This data showed empathy about how it couldn’t say anything “oh God

speechless” because this gruesome murder. The reactor also showed empathy or caring

to the “peace” of victim’s death. This millennial was speechless with the criminal's

inhumane treatment to someone who once had a married life with him.

Data 33: Dewiyantiputrinst = (He might chill out after doing that murder while he

didn’t know it could be balls-up)
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The self interest in judging the murderer is the big reason of the data in giving its

expression. The data had interested how the feeling after killing and judging the foolish

action of murderer. The researcher could define it as solidarity. This millennial

demonstrated moral justice because the criminal remained composed while committing

his crime “He might chill out after doing that murder”, despite the fact that the victim

was once someone closest to him.

Data 34: Annisapratiwi572 = (The murder just wanna have some fun without

knowing he is gonna be put in the jail and hell)

This expression could be defined as solidarity because the data showed moral

justice with murderer’s fate. The data showed if the “jail and hell” could be the result to

his horrible crime to the victim. As the final of justice, the having fun action before make

effect to the criminal to be sent to jail “The murder just wanna have some fun without

knowing he is gonna be put in the jail and hell”.

Data 35: Grassijeuni = (This was the most terrifying murder case I’ve ever heard.

May her soul rest in peace)

The solidarity could be found in this expression because the data showed any

empathy to the victim for the “terrifying murder” that she felt and sent the right of

“peace” from the victim in her death. Showing the collective awareness because the

murder was terrifying make this millennial keep on eyes to the case which could be

happened again to others.
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4.2. Types of Language Style

4.1.1.Frozen

There are no set ways that millennials reacted to the solidarity material

about the murder of Abby Choi.

4.1.2.Formal

Formal style is used for important events that require seriousness and

dignity. Kirszner and Mandell wrote about this in 2003. Formal style is usually

used in writing and speaking that is meant to be taken seriously. Formal style is

characterized by long sentences, using standard form of language, no

abbreviations, and a serious and dignified attitude towards the topic and reader.

The tone of formal style is personal, identified, and references to readers. Formal

style also utilized modal. Modality is more commonly conveyed through the use

of modal verbs such as must, might, could, should, etc. The writer finds 6 formal

styles which are:

Data (1)
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In general, the reaction is belonging to the formal because based on the

theory of Krizner and Mandeel, the formal is used in serious situation. First, this

case is serious situation where the murder happened.

Second, the writer of the reaction showed dignified attitude about the

reactor to the case in which the reactor shared his/her opinion for the serious case

to be showed with saying what people need to learn is humanity. Third, this

datum is belonging to formal style because the used of modal “should”. And the

sentence shows serious situation which make a must that people need to learn

about something which is humanity.

Data (2).

Formal style is utilized in serious situation and this case is in serious

circumstances because the murdered case is dangerous and terrifying matter in the

world. Therefore, the reactor required the case to be showed up. The reaction is

belonging to formal style because the word “please” make serious situation where

he/she asks politely. The reactor want the case is handled seriously. She/he asks to

make the case of this murder is being showed up to the world, so people might

know.
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Data (3).

In finding formal style, the word “should” which make the language style of

the reaction is belonging to formal style because it is a modal. Then, the reactions

which need to be taken seriously also add the formal style in the reaction. In

general, gruesome murder must be considered as serious thing. It also emphasizes

that her/his reaction ask the justice for the victim of the murder which make it to be

serious statement.

Data(4).

In finding the formal style to identify language style of the reaction, modal

is one of characteristic of formal. “May” is one of modal which make people ask

or require politely to what they want or what they need. Here the millennial of this

reaction pray the victim is dead in peace.

Data(5).

Formal style is using standard form of language where the sentences

should be structured in grammatical. The subject of the reaction above is

“Mindset and demands of need of greed” then “make” as verb of the sentence.
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The next word after “make” is belonging to object. It is the correct grammatical

because mindset and demands is plural so the verb is using verb 1 without s or es.

From the reaction above, we can translate that her reaction is showing off that she is

in serious situation to make the comment about people which don’t have

thinking in doing something because of demands and mindset.

Data (6).

The correct grammatical could be found in this reaction which is

belonging to formal style. The word “money” is subject from the sentence then

because the subject is single “is” as auxiliary verb of the sentence. The next word

after “is” as the object of sentence. Then, the creator also add modal in the second

sentence which make the verb as verb one because there is modal “May”. We can

look at the word “May” which is Modal and it is belonging to formal style that the

millennial writes the comment to send his pray for the victim in her rest.

4.1.3.Informal style

This style is best for making a lot of collages, according to Kirszner and

Mandell (2003). The informal style is in the middle between the casual and formal

styles. The way people behave in a casual setting depends on the social group.
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In other words, the casual style is a way of speaking that isn't formal and

isn't used inserious speech or discussion. Both men and women generally have a

casual style, which can be seen in the way they act. Informal language is more

free-flowing and relaxed. Another characteristic of this style is sometimes the

sentence is less on grammar. It is using everyday phrases and acronyms. The tone

of informal language is more personal than formal language. The sentence also

could be incomplete (lacking a clear subject or verb). There are 14 informal styles

which the research finds.

Data (7)

Informal style which could be called as casual find in everyday

conversation without any grammatical correct. The word “times” on the sentence

is spesifically wrong because it is not the common noun and uncountable noun,

the correct word for the sentence is “time” and the auxilary verb is using “is”.

This sentence is showing the writer’s statement that she is expressing how times

and money could be related each other. Therefore, the statement is belonging to

informal style because the writer just want to express her idea about the murder.

And the word “it” above doesn’t show what is it or lacking in subject.
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Data (8).

The incorrect grammartical of using “can” which should be “could”

because from the word “went” it showed the past time. Informal style shows any relax

idea to share. The reaction above is showing how the reactor felt in closeness

with the victim. The statement above is belonging to informal style where the

writer feels that she is close to the lady until she can imagine how the suffering that

lady was passed away.

Data (9).

There is unstandard language in the reaction above where in the second

sentence the reactor did not write the subject of the sentence but the verb one is on

the front. It should be defined as informal style. The expression of writer’s statement

above could be said as informal style because she expresses how she is supporting the

justice for the victim and pray for her rest in closely.
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Data (10).

“making, need, and pay” is example of verb which people could use in

everyday conversation. Besides it, the personal purpose of the reactor is shared in

the reaction to remind the woman about marriage while man also in marriage too.

From the statement above, we can say that she/he is using informal style. She

expressed how the murder will make woman need to be careful when they are in

married.

Data (11).

The incorrect grammatical is one of characteristic of informal style. This

reaction is lacking subject and verb. There are no clearly words which are

organized in standard language. The reaction just show closeness about the case.

From the language which that millenials uses in react Abby Choi’s murder, she

expresses how it is being scary news and share her pray for the lady’s rest which

could be stated as informal style.

Data (12)
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The informal style can be defined when the statement is not showing the

subject and verb clearly. The reaction above just utilize words without arrange it in

standard language form.

The researcher can not clearly find the subject and verb from the statement.

This millenial writes the reaction as well as she/he knows the victim. Even, the

millenial says sorry as if she/he can’t give the help for her. She/he also reacts to

pray the victim. This language’s reaction could be classified as informal style.

Data (13).

The informal style characteristic is using acronym. Where the word “it’s”

is the example of acronym in the data above. Then, the researcher found that the

subject of the statements are difficult to find because others would not know what

the word “it” and “they” refer to. This statement shows informal language style

because the writer expresses how the feeling of this murder and gives opinion

about people who are blinded by wealth. The writer also shares the pray for

victim’s rest.”

Data (14).
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The types of language that the writer used above which is belonging to

informal style where the writer asks how about humanity and gives opinion about how

sick it is. Then, this millenials also shares the word “Rip” which is acronym from Rest

In Peace.

Data (15).

The lacking subject of the reaction above is making the reaction is

classified as informal style. Lacking subject make the meaning is being

misunderstanding where readers could not know what the word “sad” refer to. Is it

for the news, victim or reactor. The reaction is belonging to informal style where

the writer uses daily phrases which is sad. Then, the millenial’s writer is sending

the pray for the peace of victim’s rest which is showing closeness.

Data (16)

Any reaction which is using informal style would like to write in

unstandard language. There is no verb in the statement and if the statement is

defined as question it needs verb or to be. This statement is belonging to informal

style where the millennial who writes this feel so close with victim, so the millennial

asks about how the daughter will survive without her mother.
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Data (17)

The unstandard language is found in the reaction which made it to be

classified as informal style. The word “why” is using in question and the

arrangement of sentence is wrong. It should be “why are people terrible now”.

Millenial who writes this is using daily phrases such as crazy and terrible. We

always hear it on informal conversation, therefore this writing is belonging to

informal style. The millenial also share the feeling to victim.

Data (18)

The incorrect grammatical is found in the reaction, where “talk” should be

“talked” because the used of word “when”. This writing is written depends on

writer’s opinion. The millennial uses many daily phrases such as : talk, forget , and

come. These all are basic verb which we can hear everyday. And it makes the

language is using informal style.

Data (19)
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Lacking what is the subject of the expression make it defined as informal style.

The word “this” is not showing what the terrible in the reaction. Is it news or

murderer, we can not understand the subject. This millenials writes the reaction

in short to express the opinion about the murder. She/he expresses the reaction with

daily phrases “terrible”. It makes the language is classified as informal style.

Data (20)

The lacking of clear verb is one of characteristic which make the language could

be classified as informal style. There is no verb and clearly subject in the reaction.

The writer of this reaction gives simple reaction about how she/ he thinks that

human didn’t have kindness anymore. Therefore, this reaction is belonging to

informal style.

4.1.4.Slang Style

Most of the time, slang is too informal to use in writing. For example,

"screwed up" and "ripped off" are slang phrases that are most often used in speech

(Kirszner and Mandell, 2003). People usually use and make up their own slang

phrases and idioms. This means that not everyone in the world will understand the

slang you use. There are 5 slang styles which researcher could find from 31

reactions or respondents.
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Data (21).

Phrases and idioms are usually used in slang style. From this millenial’s

reaction, we can see that she/he uses slang word “la la land” which means the place

where we are going to be fun. The millenial uses this word to express how could the

ex husband made the victim as soup as well as it had been the place for her. Then, the

reaction which used slang would make people did not understand what they mean.

This makes the reaction is classified as slang style.

Data (22).

Slang style could be defined when someone share or give reaction with any

idioms or phrases. This millenials writes the word “creepy” which is

considered as slang. The word “creepy” belong to scary thing. The writer gives the

reactions that how human is made as food, so she/he explains it as scary things.
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Data (23).

The style of the language is considered to be classified as slang style if there

is word which is known as idioms or slang phrases. From the word “ all crap”

which means bullshit or something that people do is such a lie. The writer of this

reaction expresses that the killer might share the kindness to the victim before but all

kindness are tricks. Therefore, this reaction is using slang style.

Data (24).

In showing the reaction, the reactor used slang style where people might not

know what the reactor means. Generally, the word “blue” showed color and

“chicken” showed animals. But in this reaction, the words “ blue” and “chicken” are

belonging to slang style where “blue” means sad and “chicken” means coward (people

who are brave on the shadow). The millenial write the reaction to show that she/he

feels sad with the murder and call the killer as loser.

Data (25).

The used of slang style in this reaction could be found. This language’s

reaction is classified as slang style where the word “chill out” and “balls-up” are

belonging to slang. “chill out” means calm and “balls-up” means the plan is not

working clearly.
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Not all of readers who see the reaction could understand what the writer meant from

the statement because she/he expressed idioms in her/his own word. The millenial

want to say that the killer is in calm position while he could be arrested which

make the plan is not working.

4.1.5.Colloquial Style

The colloquial style bears resemblance to slang language, as it is

commonly employed by individuals in casual oral communication and informal

written expressions. The lexicon of informal language incorporates contractions

(such as "wanna," "don't," and "I've") as well as shorter versions of words (e.g.,

"ad" for "advertisement," "sub" for "submarine," and "the exam" for

"examination"). The research finds 5 data of colloquial style.

Data (26)

The style of language could be classified as colloquial if the reaction is

using the lexicon of informal language incorporates contractions. This reaction

clearly uses colloquial style because the word “gonna” as a constractions from

going to. The word is made to be shorter than it should be, it showed that

colloquial style is used in this reaction.
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Data (27).

The contraction of words to be shorter is one of characteristic of colloquial

style. This reaction has two words which make the language is classified as

colloquial style. First “wanna” as the contractions of “want to”, second “gonna” as

contractions of “going to”. The word has been compressed beyond its appropriate

length, indicating the utilization of a colloquial style in this response.

Data (28).

The term "colloquial style" is used to describe any form of shortened or

compressed words. To be classified as colloquial style, this reaction has word

“I’VE” as the constractions of “ I have”. The millenial tries to express that she/he has

been heard the murder as the most terrifying. By making the word shorter than it

normally would be, this response demonstrates the usage of a colloquial style.

Data (29).
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The colloquial style refers to the shortening of words or the compression of

phrases in order to make them easier to understand. The writer of this reaction gives

many words to express how she/he is being shocked by saying

“astaghfirullah”. Then, daily phrases such as : saw ,thinking are used in this

millenial’s reaction. Beside it, the millenials write with make some contractions word

which are from I CAN NOT to be I CAN’T. Then, from IT IS to be IT’S. Therefore,

this reaction is using informal which is belonging to colloquial style.

Data(30)

Any shortening of words or compression of words to make them concise is

considered colloquial style. The writer uses the word “can’t” as the contractions of

“can not”. This kind of contractions is classified as colloquial style. The writer

discusses a profound connection with regards to considering the daughter of the victim.

4.1.6.Consultative

There is no one consultative style which research finds from respondents’

reaction.

4.1.7.Intimate

No one reaction of respondents is used intimate style.
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4.2.Functions of Language from Language Style

4.2.1. Instrumental

There is no language style which has function as instrumental.

4.2.2.Regulatory

It refers to the use of language to control behavior for this specific

function. The regulatory function, often known as the "Do as I say" function, is

when someone directs others in their surroundings. This function includes a

number of things, such as begging, expecting, approving, rejecting, suggesting,

inviting, and organizing, among others. For instance: wash your hands, do that,

and please set it on the table.

Data 1: Ridhozuhriansyah = (People should more to learn what is the meaning

of humanity)

The function of regulatory could be seen in language when someone is

begging, expecting, approving, rejecting, suggesting, inviting, and organizing,

among others. The reaction above has function regulatory because the millennial

who write this want people do as he said which is learning about humanity.

Data 2: Sulthnhagassi_ = (please up this case)

The regulatory function can be observed in language through various

communicative acts such as making requests, expressing expectations, giving

approval or disapproval, making suggestions, extending invitations, and

organizing information, among others. With writing the word “please”,
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the millennial wants that murder’s case is being showing off to people. She/he

needed people to do as the writing want to ask. This makes the function of this

language’sreaction is regulatory.

4.2.3.Representational

This language feature is used to ask inquiries and express information that

people can really observe. Representation is typically referred to as news. The

representational function, often known as the "I've got something to tell you"

function, uses language to express ideas or convey information. They include the

representational functions of informing, describing, reporting, and defining.

Data 3: Ratunurulaulia19 = (Mindset and demands of need or greed sometimes

make people act without thinking)

The representational function, also referred as the "I have a message to

communicate" function, employs language as a means to articulate concepts or

convey factual information. This millennial wants her/his reaction to be known by

others like she/he has something to tell to others, which is about how the mindset

and demands from people until they could kill without knowing it was wrong.

Because this reaction is describing how people in that case and in forming the

idea, it makes the function of language is representational.

Data 4: Ameel.hr = (Times are no longer predictable, anything can happen,

especially when it comes to money).

Language is utilized in the representational function, often known as the

"I've got something to tell you" function, with the purpose of expressing thoughts

or transmitting information to others.
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Defining that “times are no longer predictable” this reaction could be

classified as representational function. The millennial also describing the example

about what she/he is informing in the reaction.

Data 5: Hanafimlnaa_ =( the murders should be hang immediately justice for the

misfortunate victim)

The function of language is classified as representational if the language is

sending or expressing thought and conveying information to others. Because

representational function is known as expressing idea, the reaction of this

millennial is eligible. The millennial give the reaction with expressing how she/he

wants the murder is being justiced.

Data 6: Dndya_ = (This is so insane , humanity is gonna be dead in this world)

The function of language is categorized as representational if it sends or

expresses thought and communicates information to others. This millennial is

expressing her/his idea by saying that humanity is gonna be dead and she/he feels

it being so insane with the case. Therefore, this reaction has language’s function

which is representational.

Data 7: Ahjayadiy = ( No more kindness in human)

If the purpose of language is to deliver or express thought while also

conveying information to other people, then this function of language is known as

the representational function of language. Conveying the information of the Abby

Choi’s murder make this millennial expresses her/his idea by saying how the

kindness is nothing more in human until the killer is in good condition after

killing someone. Then, representational is suitable as this language’s function.
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Data 8: Bishopz31 = (Money is the root of all evil case closed. May she rest in

peace)

If a language is used to convey ideas and information to others, then it

serves a representational function. The explanation of what is money after

watching the video makes this millennial’s reaction is informing the meaning of

money from that case based on her/his opinion. Therefore, this language’s

function is representational.

4.2.4.Personal

This function has to do with using language to convey thoughts, feelings,

and other deeply felt reactions in a person. This function is therefore speaker-

focused. The listener can infer from the speaker's tone whether she is sad, pleased,

or angry. These are the things that are included in this function, including the

ability to express emotions such as fear, joy, empathy, upset, and others.

Data 9: Liskarahmawatii = (Poor lady, I can only imagine all the suffering she

went through)

The personal function is found in the language style if the language

expressed emotions such as fear, joy, empathy, upset, and others. This millennial

is showing his/her deep empathy to the victim and the reaction is showing how

she/he is feel upset of this case especially to the lady who is killed. This all make

the function of the language is personal.

Data 10: Meinissaasd = (This is so awful, rest in peace. Hope justice will be

served)
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The personal function can be identified in the language's style if it

expresses a range of emotions, including fear, joy, empathy, and other negative

and positive feelings. From the word “awful” we can know that the reaction is

letting people know how the writer of this reaction is showing her/his empathy.

Even she/he prays for victim’s rest and hopes the murder got fair punishment. The

personal function is used in writing the reaction.

Data 11: Dazilara = (this news is heartbreaking, can’t imagine about the

daughter feeling about losing her mother, hope the justice will win)

The personal function is observed within the language style when it

encompasses the expression of emotions, including but not limited to fear, joy,

empathy, upset, and other emotions as well. From the word “heartbreaking”, we

can know the millennial show her/his sad to the case which make the heart is

breaking. The reaction also displays how the writer shows the support to the

justice. We can conclude this language’s function is personal.

Data 12: Emazakia = (what a scary news……Rest in peace choi)

The language style has a personal function if it expresses emotions such as

fear, happiness, sympathy, and others. This millennial shows his/her thought

about the news which is scary. The reaction is giving the prayer for the victim’s

dead in personal. It makes sense that language function of the reaction is personal

function.

Data 13: Fthzh239 = (it’s really terrible, they are really blinded by wealth. Rest

in peace for Choi)
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The personal function of language style is evident when it involves the

articulation of emotions, including but not limited to fear, joy, empathy, distress,

and several other feelings of emotion. The reaction of millennial above is sharing

personal opinion about the thought that the murder is really terrible, then add the

statement about how the writer assumes the killer. The reaction also shows

empathy for the victim. It is clearly to be said the language’s function as personal

function.

Data 14: Aluuusbrnr = (This news is making woman need to pay more attention

with their marriage)

The personal function is present in the language style when it includes the

expression of dread, joy, empathy, anger, and other emotions. The reaction above

represents how writer’s thought in giving the reaction to the murder case. He/she

gives argument about awareness for woman because always being the victim of

murder especially in their marriage. Hence, this reaction’s language function is

belonging to personal function.

Data 15: Ulfaaah.n = (This is so crazy why people are terrible now and hope

Abby is able to rest in peace)

When an individual's language includes references to their own feelings

whether those feelings being fear, joy, empathy, upset, or something else entirely

this demonstrates a personal function. The reaction of millennial above represent

her/his deep prayer so the victim would be fine in her dead and the writer of the

reaction informs his/her thought about how terrible the people. Hence, personal

function is suitable as this reaction’s language function.
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Data 16: Jihans_0816 =(Astaghfirullah…when I see this news I got goosebumps,

I can’t stop thinking, it’s very terrifying what a person is mentally & physically)

It is evidence of an individual's personal function when the individual's

language includes references to the individual's own feelings, whether those

feelings are fear, joy, empathy, upset, or something else different. When we look

at to the reaction, we get sentences that repeatedly refer to millennial’s thoughts

and feelings such as thinking, see , terrifying, goose bumps. All these phrases

represent the reaction of the writer. The research could make the language

function is belonging to personal function.

Data 17: Resa_ayurin05 = (This is so terrible)

The personal function is often seen in language when it involves the

expression of emotions such as fear, joy, empathy, upset, and other emotions too.

Although the reaction of this millennial is simple but it clearly showed if that

murder case is concluded as terrible for that millennial. Hence, we could say the

function of language here is personal function.

Data 18: Ayaaaaa.07 = (so sad, hope she is able to rest in peace)

When an individual use language that incorporates references to their own

emotions, such as fear, joy, empathy, upset, or other similar sentiments, it

signifies a demonstration of a personal function. The word “sad” defines the

feeling of millennial in the reaction above. He/she also shares the prayer from

deep thought to the victim. In consequence, the language function is belonging to

personal function.
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Data 19: Aqisasseweth = (What a disturbing news, so sorry for her. Rest in

peace Abby)

A personal function is demonstrated when an individual's language

includes allusions to their own sentiments, whether those feelings are fear, joy,

empathy, upset to something. Writing the word “sorry” make we know about how

the writer of this reaction’s feeling about the victim and send her the prayer for

her dead. Consequently, it makes the reaction’s language is included as personal

function.

Data 20: Rikhi_hasibuan = ( I feel blue with this murder, the ex husband is just

only a chicken)

When the expression of emotions such as fear, joy, empathy, upset, and

other emotions is included in the language style, the personal function is has been

detected. The idioms “feel blue” above means that the writer feels sad about the

murder. This millennial also writes what she/he thinks about the ex husband’s of

victim. Hence, this utterance is written in personal function of language.

Data 21: Whirlwindszen = ( oh God speechless,, may her soul rest in peace)

The identification of the personal function occurs when the language style

incorporates the expression of emotions, such as fear, joy, empathy, upset, and

other similar emotions. The phrase “speechless” represent how the millennial

write this in empty feeling, he/she feels can’t say anything because of the murder.

The millennial doesn’t forget to send the prayer too. Therefore, the reaction which

is stated above uses personal function of language.
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Data 22: Grassijeuni = (This was the most terrifying murder case I’ve ever

heard. May her soul rest in peace)

The recognition of the personal function arises when the style of language

utilizes an expression of emotions, including but not limited to fear, joy, empathy,

distress, and other comparable emotions. “Terrifying” is the word which means

causing extreme fear. Fear has showed personal function of the reaction above.

Because the millennial think that the case causes fear for him/her. Adding prayer

to be sent in deep feeling also describes how the language function is called as

persona function.

4.2.5.Heuristic

With regard to this purpose, it seeks to learn a variety of subjects and

investigate reality. That means that in order to perform this role, language must be

used to learn as much as possible about the surroundings. The "Tell me why?"

heuristic, in which individuals use language to probe their surroundings and learn

more about the reality they live in. This is the question-asking function.

Data 23: Mirasyaaf = ( Is humanity still available ? it’s so sick. Rip)

We can observe the function of language is belonging to heuristic function

when the reaction show question- asking function because the function need to

learn or investigate what they want to know. The reaction above clearly represents

the question from the millennial about the available of something. The millennial

pretend like she/he investigate about humanity. This kind of language has

heuristic function which regards to this purpose, it seeks to learn a variety of

subjects and investigate reality.
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Data 24: Pohonpo = (What about the daughter)

The function of language can be observed to serve a heuristic function

when it manifests a question-asking function, as this function entails a desire to

acquire knowledge or conduct investigations. From the simple reaction above, we

can see how the millennial ask about the victim’s daughter. She/he wants to know

about the condition after the terrible case of her mom. Hence, the language

function of reaction above is heuristic function.

4.2.6. Imaginative

Typically, this function takes the shape of creative works like poetry,

comedy, and other literary genres. Similar to this role, language is used to convey

feelings, fantasies, and thoughts, whether or not they are true. The creative or

"Let's pretend" function is when someone utilizes language to make up their own

make-believe world or just to have fun.

Data 25: Talha_thoriq   =( how creepy that the ex husband make human as

food)

The function of language from the language style used is classified as

imaginative function when the language is used to convey feelings, fantasies, and

thoughts, whether or not they are true. This millennial imagines how the ex

husband cooked soup from human, that’s why the reaction could be stated as

creepy because she pretends she is feeling it. Therefore, the reaction’s language

function is belonging to imaginative.
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Data 26: Meihmnr = (When we talk about human, we must forget that devil

also come as a part of her ex husband)

The classification of language function as imaginative is based on the style

of language employed to express emotions, ideas, fantasies and thoughts, no

matter their truthfulness. Here, the millennial imagine and presuppose if the ex

husband is devil who comes in human form. This imagination could be concluded

as imaginative function.

Data 27: Ridomnrg_ = ( Maybe all of the kindness that her ex husband did for

Abby before were all crap)

When language is used to express feelings, fantasies, and thoughts,

regardless of whether or not they are true, the function of language is considered

to be one of imaginative function, and this classification is based on the language

style that is utilized. The millennial who writes the reaction above presuppose that

he/she knows that the ex husband might give the kindness side for the victim

before without knowing what the real is. Consequently, the reaction’s language

function is stated as imaginative function.

Data 28: Adezahratifani = (Her ex husband might think that soup had been the

la la land for Abby to rest)

Language is classified as serving an imaginative function depending on

the language style employed when it is used to describe emotions, ideas, and

thoughts, without consideration of their reality. The reaction above represents

how he/she pretends to know about the killer’s feeling when doing murder.
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The millennial imagine that the killer could be happy to eat the soup of his

victim’s body as that millennial know what the fact is. Hence, the language

function of the reaction is imaginative function.

Data 29: Dewiyantiputrinst = (He might chill out after doing that murder while

he didn’t know it could be balls-up)

Regardless of whether the thoughts, feelings, and experiences being

described are grounded in reality or not, the language used to do so can be

categorized as fulfilling an imaginative function. The writer of this reaction acts

like she/he knows the killer could be calm and chill after doing murder. The

reaction represents and imagines that he/she perceives how the killer would be

arrested. In consequence, we can conclude the language function of reaction

above is imaginative function.

Data 30: Annisapratiwi572 = (The murder just wanna have some fun without

knowing he is gonna be put in the jail and hell)

The function of language that is considered to be one of imaginative

function is the function of language that is used to convey feelings, fantasies, and

thoughts, regardless of whether or not they are true. This reaction represents how

the millennial pretends to understand and know the killer’s thought in killing

someone. The writer of that reaction also describes as he/she is recognizing the

killer could be placed in hell. Hence, it is clearly showing imaginative function

from the reaction above.
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4.2.7. Interactional

There are no data which researcher finds of language from language style

has interactional function.

C. Discussion

After analyzing the data, the researcher found that all of respondents of this research

are showing the solidarity expression in responding to the murdered news of Abby Choi with

showing empathy, moral education, caring, social justice, and awareness. The researcher also

found that solidarity can be expressed in many types of language style such as formal,

informal, colloquial, and slang. It proved that any types of language could show many

expression especially solidarity. Then, the language style function is utilized to know the

purpose of respondents in giving their expression to the content on Instagram about the Abby

Choi’s murdered. This news represented many functions of language such as personal

function, representational function, regulatory function, heuristic function and imaginative

function.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

After doing the concrete analysis, this research formulated three formulation of

problem. First, the solidarity expression to the content of Abby Choi’s murdered on

Instagram. The data showed that 35 respondents who filled the questionnaire represent

solidarity expression with showing empathy, moral lesson, and social justice.

Based on the 35 data which the research had got in the questionnaire, the research

can conclude that there are 30 respondents who are eligible as millennials. And the

language style which they were not utilized are: intimate, frozen, andconsultative style

that people or millennial less to used in responding to the content of Abby Choi’s

murdered on Instagram. Informal style is being the most favorite style to be used in

reacting content especially solidarity with total 14 from 30 respondents because it makes

them feel more comfortable and close to share their empathy, though and emotion.

Beside it, colloquial style, slang and formal style are used by many millennials too.

Then, from seven function of language, millennials probably use personal

function which express how their idea about that case for the function of language when

the millennials share their respond with their own language style. Millennials like to

convey their thought, feel, and other deeply felt reactions in a person. With total data 14

personal function from the language style which millennials write in solidarity content

about Abby Choi.
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B. Suggestion

Based on the research which researcher has done, the researcher suggests:

1. The teacher ought to increase their educational knowledge in order to provide

students with the ability to analyze texts, particularly when investigating language

style.

2. It is suggested that students studying language styles improve their

understanding of the meaning of language style classifications.

3. It will help the next researcher who is interested in language style’s research to

find the theory and analyze the data.
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RESEARCH’S QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Name:

2. Email:

3. Age:

4. Do you have social media account such as instagram?

o Yes

o No

5. What content do you prefer to watch on instagram?

o News

o Sport

o Fashion

o Entertainment

o Food

o Travelling

o Education

o Etc

6. If do you have instagram's account please write your account's name here!

7. Here I will ask you to watch one video on instagram about the murder of Abby choi

(By her husband & her husband’s family)
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THE NEWS OF ABBY CHOI'S MURDER

After watching the video, please comment on the video about your reaction or opinion

from that case. Then, please screenshot your answers and put it on the answer column

here.

8. In what purpose do you usually give the comment on social media?

o You are interested on it

o You just like to share your opinion

o You want to interact to others

o You share your emotion/feeling on it

o Etc
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THE ANSWERS OF QUESTIONNAIRE
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Appendix III Permohonan Persetujuan Judul
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Appendix IV K1 Sheet
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Appendix V K2 Sheet
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Appendix VI K3 Sheet
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Appendix VII Lembar Pengesahan Proposal
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Appendix VIII Surat Keterangan Seminar
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Appendix IX Surat Izin Riset
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Appendix X Surat Keterangan Selesai Riset
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Appendix XI Surat Bebas Pustaka
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Appendix XII Berita Acara Bimbingan Proposal
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Appendix XIII Berita Acara Bimbingan Skripsi
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